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Cancelled contracts could cost
Albertans $600-million: report
Rising costs, falling prices leave power-purchase arrangements 'unprofitable'

'USTIN 
GIOVANNETTI EDMONTON insertion of the clause the

government is now looking to
have revoked.

Power companies pocketed
nearly gro-billion from the coal-
fired PPAs over the past 16 years
as the Alberta economy soared
and power prices rose. In the
summer of zor5, the five years
remaining on the power con-
tracts were estimated to be
worth about gr.S-billion. Accord-
ing to the University of Calgary
report, they are now worth
negative $goo-million.
,' While Alberta government
officials have said that most of
the drop in value has occured
because of the plunge in the
province's power prices, the
rq)ort says two new policies
introduced by the NDp are re-
sponsible for about half of the
nearly gz.5-billion fall in yalue:
A doulling of the carbon levy
on industrial emitters and the
introduction of a provincewide
carbon tax. Prof. Leach chaired
the panel that helped to design
the province's new carbon tax.

The report explains how the
value of Alberta's power deals
declined. Worth nearly $r.S-bill-
ion last year, the contracts will
lose about gsoo-million in value
when the industrial carbon levy
doubles in zot7.

The new economy wide car-
bon tax shaves an additional
$8So-million off the contracts at
the same time.

The power deals would still be
profitable after the govern-
ment's new carbon taxes, worth
only gr5o'million.

However, plummeting power
prices will reduce the value of
the contracts by gr.r-billion by
2020.

The end result is that they're
now worth negative $soo-mil-
lion, according to the report au-
thors - because one of the
conftacts is already owned by
the government, Albertans
would be required to pay for
$6oo-million in money-losing
contracts.

Alberta consumers could be on
the hook for g6oo-million if the
province's power companies
walk away from a number of
fixed-rate electrical contracts,
according to a report from the
University of Calgary far less
than the gz-billion claimed by
Rachel Notley's NDP.

The typical Alberta household
would pay an additional gz.z5
every month on their electrical 

"

bills if the money{osing con-
tracts were cancelled. However,
that would happen only if pow-
er prices remained at near-
record lows, economists Trevor
Tombe and Andrew Leach cau-
tioned in the report, released on
Tuesday morning.

Alberta's New Democrats are
going to court to stop a number
of the province's electrical com-
panies from cancelling r6-year-
old power contracts known as
power-purchase arrangements
(PPAs).

"Falling prices and rising costs
have made many of the ppAs
unprofitable, in particular those
which apply to legacy coal pow-
er plants in the province," the
report says.

The contracts were at the
centre of then-premier Ralph
Klein's move to deregulate the
province's electrical markdt,
allowing power generators to
sell to buyers at a stable price
for two decades. However, many
of the contracts are now unproi-
itable as electrical prices in 

-

Alberta have tumbled to a small
fraction of what they were only
three years ago.

The NDP will be arguing in
court that the language in the
contracts allowing buyers to
back out of the deals was
entered illegally, only days
before the contracts were auc-
tioned off. In e-mails obtained
by The Globe and Mail, the chief
Canadian lobbyist for discredited
energy giant Enron claimed re-
sponsibility for the ladt-minute

Spread out over each power
bill, that equals about gz.z5
monthly a household.

Echoing the fall in the value of
the contracts has been the rapid
increase in carbon costs faced
by Alberta's coal producers.
Since the Notley government
took over last summer, the new
carbon taxes announced by her
New Democrats will push the
carbon cost of electricity fiom
about $z a megawatt hour in
2015 to $zr next year.

With a number of efficient
natural-gas plants opening in
recent years, which py fewer
carbon taxes and dell-electricity
more cheaply, "coal-fired power
plants would become sign1fi-
cantly more expensive to oper-
ate but would not be able tb
pass this cost onto consumers
through higher prices," the
report says.

As taxes have climbed, prides
have collapsed.

While a coal-firgd plant could
sell its electricity for 949 a
megawatt hour in zot4, in zo::6
the price has averaged gt6 a
megawatt hour.

The price of electricitv isn't
elpected to recover fuliy until
the end of the decade. 
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The electrical price drop has
been a relief for Albertans in
the midst of the province's most
protracted recession since the
Second World War.

Electrical prices have been gro
lower a month for the average
consumer in zo16 compared-
with zor5, and gz4.so below
zor4 levels, according to the
report.

In the event that the ppAs
were cancelled, an entity known
as the Balancing Pool wbuld
take them over. The arm's-
length agency would then
charge consumers gz.z5 every
month to pay for the money-
losing electricity, but that would
happen only while Albertans
continued to saye money on
their bills because of depressed
prices.


